Listen iDSP Prime Level IV Stationary RF System (216 MHz)

**Product Overview:**

The LS-70 Stationary RF System from Listen Technologies is an ideal way to provide assistive listening in larger venues as quickly as possible. Offering coverage up to 3,000 ft. (914.4 m), the complete package includes our LT-800-216 Stationary RF transmitter and four of our best-in-class LR-4200-216 iDSP receivers, as well as everything else you need to get set up immediately.

The LS-70 system also includes our LA-381 Intelligent 12-unit charging tray, which provides plenty of capacity for charging, storing, and managing up to twelve (12) receivers. The high-capacity tray allows room for upgrading and expanding your RF system as the demands of your venue grow.

The LS-70 package also includes an assistive listening notification signage kit, cable management unit, log book, disinfecting wipes and more, all in one convenient starter system.

**Highlights:**

- Full-featured 216 MHz RF system package including LT-800-216 transmitter and four iDSP receivers with coverage up to 3,000 ft (914.4 m) for larger venues
- Universal antenna kit and rack mounting kit make it easy to install and configure for virtually any permanent installation
- Four universal ear speakers and two integrated neck loops/lanyards are included
- 12-slot charging tray, compliance signage, cable management unit, RCA cable and more also included for immediate set up

**Includes:**

One (1) LT-800-216-01 Stationary RF Transmitter (216 MHz)
One (1) LA-326 Universal Rack Mounting Kit
One (1) LA-122 Universal Antenna Kit (72 MHz and 216 MHz)
Four (4) LR-4200-216 Intelligent DSP RF Receiver (216 MHz)
Four (4) LA-430 Intelligent Earphone/Neck Loop Lanyard
Four (4) LA-401 Universal Ear Speaker
One (2) LA-381-01 Intelligent 12-Unit Charging Tray
One (1) LA-382 Intelligent Cable Management Unit
One (1) LA-422 USB to Micro USB Cable
One (1) LA-901 Listen Disinfecting Wipes (Cylinder 75 CT)
One (1) LA-904 Listen Dispensing Log Book
One (1) LA-304 Assistive Listening Notification Signage Kit
One (1) LPT-A107-B Dual RCA to Dual RCA Cable 6.6 ft. (2 m)

**Product Specification: Listen iDSP Prime Level IV Stationary RF System (216 MHz)**
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